Beef calf production: Consumption and cost-effectiveness – A Mini-Review
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Abstract
The objective of this study was to analyze different forms of supplementation for beef calves, considering the relationship between consumption and cost-benefit, aiming at weaning performance. High concentrate levels may reduce forage consumption, which is undesirable as supplementation should increase the efficiency of forage and milk use. The ideal amount of concentrate is 0.5% of the calves' body mass, without changing feed and milk consumption. The supplement must contain between 8% and 30% protein to avoid metabolic disorders and ensure good performance. Adding 10% salt to the concentrate increases economic viability, even with lower consumption, resulting in greater gains and profitability. Adequate supplementation guarantees greater mass at weaning and better daily gain, as long as nutritional management is balanced and economically viable.
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Produção de bezerros de corte: Consumo e custo-benefício – Uma Mini-Revisão

Resumo
O objetivo desse estudo foi analisar diferentes formas de suplementação para bezerros de corte, considerando a relação entre consumo e custo-benefício, visando o desempenho sobre o desmame. Níveis elevados de concentrado podem reduzir o consumo de forragem, o que é indesejável, pois a suplementação deve aumentar a eficiência do uso de forragem e leite. A quantidade ideal de concentrado é de 0,5% sobre a massa corporal dos bezerros, sem alterar o consumo de ração e leite. O suplemento deve conter entre 8% e 30% em proteínas para evitar distúrbios metabólicos e garantir um bom desempenho. Adicionar 10% de sal ao concentrado aumenta a viabilidade econômica, mesmo com menor consumo, resultando em maiores ganhos e rentabilidade. A suplementação adequada garante maior massa ao desmame e melhor ganho diário, desde que o manejo nutricional seja equilibrado e economicamente viável.
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1. Introduction
Within beef cattle farming, one of the factors that can improve the economy of the cow-calf system is the increase in the weaning weight of calves. Along with this, some other advantages are obtained, including the reduction of time for slaughter and the shorter period for puberty of heifers (Carvalho et al., 2018; Michetti et al., 2022). A fact observed in calves after three months of age is that milk is not able to meet the nutritional demands required due to the rapid growth potential in the initial phase, therefore, the diet tends to depend heavily on the quality of the pasture, that during the transition from the rainy to the dry season reduces both the nutritional value and forage mass, in contrast, the calves' demands are in constant progression (Costa e Silva et al., 2015). This rapid growth rate of calves requires efficient feeding management, and for this to occur, supplementation is suggested. The economic viability of the system using supplements depends on factors such as supplement cost,
calf price, feed efficiency of supplemented calves compared to non-supplemented calves, animal genetics, ingestion and digestion of forage and milk (Aguiar et al., 2015).

Supplementation must be based on the level of production used on the rural property, as within economics, the balance between investment and profit obtained is assessed. According to Detmann et al. (2005), an efficient supplementation program for calves must add nutrients to the calf's diet and not replace the nutrients naturally obtained through the consumption of forage and milk, this substitution being the main cause of the low economic efficiency of calf supplementation, where the high consumption of concentrate is considered the main problem, in this sense, Sampaio et al. (2002), proposes that to reduce this uneconomical nature of supplementation, limiting consumption could be an alternative used.

Therefore, the objective of this review was to evaluate the different forms of supplementation of beef calves, evaluating the relationship between consumption and economics in the use of this feeding management to obtain animals with better performance at weaning.

2. Material and Methods

2.1 Type of search

In this study in question, a bibliographic review was used as a research method, where the results of published, scientific research were sought to provide greater familiarity with the topic addressed. The survey of scientific production on the proposed topic was carried out through databases available electronically on websites such as Scientific Library Online (SciELO), Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar.

2.2 Selection

The selection searched for articles in journals between the years 1980 and 2024, however, some works published before this period were considered, as they dealt with the aforementioned topic. Next, an exploratory reading of the content found was carried out, obtaining a global view of the material of interest. The selected articles were in Portuguese and English and submitted for full reading and analysis. Articles, books, and theses with themes not associated with the research were used as exclusion criteria.

3. Bibliographic review

3.1 Beef cattle

One of the main purposes in beef cattle farming, in raising calves, is to wean the heavier calf, allowing both the slaughter of males and the mating of heifers under 16 months old. According to Paulino et al. (2012), calves in the lactation phase are more efficient in absorbing nutrients, ensuring a greater capacity for weight gain. According to Geiger et al. (2019) and van Niekerk et al. (2021), research has demonstrated positive effects of feeding colostrum or colostrum or IgG supplementation after the first day of life on the health and development of calves. For example, supplementing calves with colostrum replacer to provide 20 g of IgG in milk replacer (MR) from birth to 14 days results in lower mortality rates and antibiotic treatments for diarrhea. Ansotegui et al. (1991) reported milk production influenced calf growth up to 60 d postpartum, with no differences in calf ADG after peak lactation. In agreement, Edwards et al. (2017) reported calf d-58 BW was greater in calves from moderate and high-milking cows compared with low-milking cows; however, calf BW at weaning was similar among milk production groups. The lack of increased calf growth with additional milk after d 60 in the studies by Edwards et al. (2017) and Hatfield et al. (1989) may be explained by differences in milk and forage intake and decreased efficiency of converting milk to calf gain in calves (Montano Bermudez et al., 1990a,b; Mulliniks et al., 2020).

3.2 Age of calves

The age and consumption of calves are factors that impact the final performance of the animals therefore, it is expected that increasing supplementation during this period, based on body weight, may improve performance compared to fixed amounts provided for a set time (Valente et al., 2014). Almeida et al. (2018), to evaluate the effects of supplementation on calf cutting, using a supplement with 20% crude protein and supplies of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6% of body weight, of Nelore animals, observed that supplementation provided an increase in average daily earnings, attributing this fact to greater availability of energy available by increasing the supply of
concentrate. 
A successful method is the use of a substitute product widely used in an attempt to reduce farm costs, to gain weight among calves compared to those that receive only whole milk (Boito et al., 2015; Caçolli; Vieira, 2022). According to Thornsberry et al. (2016), Grice et al. (2022), and (Silva et al., 2023), alternative protein sources in milk replacer (MR) have been a topic of research for many years as the price of whey proteins, the main component in MR, has increased along with the human consumption of whey proteins.

According to Kharitonov et al. (2020), depending on the combination, mainly of the protein components incorporated in the feed, a protein component is provided, which is the main material in the constructive metabolism of a rapidly developing organism, in this case, calves. Still in this study, Kharitonov et al. (2020), advocates standardized nutrition that provides for accounting for the necessary quantity and quality of protein in the feed provided to growing animals. A serious problem is the use of low-quality protein in the diet, used in livestock farming, which is characterized by a high content of metabolized protein, which leads to excessive formation of a by-product (ammonia) in the rumen that is not involved in the synthesis of microbial proteins and excreted in urine with additional energy costs. This disturbance leads to excessive consumption of forage proteins and is accompanied by metabolic disorders, deterioration of the animal's health and leads to higher production costs. An unbalanced diet, especially of young calves, leads to the development of all kinds of rumen pathologies and prevents the implementation of pedigree qualities.

3.3 Nutritional supplement for calves

The differences found by the author for the greater performance of supplemented animals is due to higher levels of supplementation, observed through the greater consumption of dry matter than supplement, which caused a reduction in forage consumption, thus showing that the greater the supplementation, the tendency is to reduce forage consumption, due to the effect replacement occurred by consuming the supplement (Porto et al., 2008).

Detmann et al. (2014), attribute this fact to a maximum value of tropical forage intake of 288 g CP kg\(^{-1}\). Therefore, it is concluded that by providing greater amounts of supplement, there would be an imbalance in the ratio of crude protein consumption, which would lead to a decrease in forage consumption by metabolite mechanisms.

Similar results were found by Lopes et al. (2017), who worked with supplements with 25% CP and supplies of 0; 0.3; 0.6, and 0.9% PC, where they observed a greater average daily gain of supplemented animals, compared to animals in the group control, in addition to increased consumption of the supplement and consequent decrease in consumption of forage, thus having a substitutive effect with a reduction of around 25% in consumption of forage for the larger amounts of supplements provided.

In contrast, Barros et al. (2015), evaluating supplements with 25% protein gross and supplies of 0, 0,2, 0.4, and 0.6% of BW, observed that the use of supplementation improved the performance of calves compared to animals in the control group, however, did not observe a substitutive effect of forage by the supplement at the highest level of supply studied.

3.4 Protein level in calf nutrition

Another extremely important factor when supplementing calves is the crude protein level of the supplement. Nitrogen compounds are important mainly during the dry seasons of the year, where forage protein levels are lower, thus limiting the activity of ruminal microorganisms, affecting the digestibility, consumption, and quality of forage, resulting in poor performance of animals (Detmann et al., 2014). Therefore, some studies were carried out to evaluate the effect of supplementation with different levels of crude protein on the performance of lactating calves.

Cardenas et al. (2015) evaluating supplements with 7.3, 16.7, 25.6, 34.6 and 43.2% CP, with a fixed supply of 0.5 kg animal, observed that there was an increase in the consumption of crude protein by animals, explained by the greater contribution of this nutrient by the supplement, where no differences were observed in milk and forage consumption, the sources of this nutrient, the average daily gain was greater for calves supplemented, to both levels. Similar results were described by Lopes et al. (2014), with levels of crude protein of 8, 19, 30, and 41%, but set a dietary protein level between 8 and 30% as this could partially replace the intake of lower quality pasture nutritional, increasing the digestibility of the diet.

Despite the notable efficiency in the use of supplementation for calves to ensure a greater weaning weight, some
points must be considered, as a factor that can influence the economics of this type of management is the consumption of this supplement through supply levels and likely substitutive effect of forage and milk, through supplementation, therefore, in addition to performance, economic viability must be evaluated.

In this context Sampaio et al. (2002), carried out a study to evaluate the performance of beef calves receiving supplementation, aiming to reduce feed intake supplement through the use of salt (NaCl) in the supplement at levels of 5 and 10%. It is observed that the SAL5 treatment showed a higher intake of concentrate by calves with 0.73 kg/day$, compared to 0.47 kg/day of the SAL10 treatment, but although there was a lower consumption, the calves of the SAL10 treatment showed a higher average daily gain, with 0.98 kg/day$.

These results were attributed to the effect of replacing forage with concentrated in the SAL5 treatment, which made it difficult for calves to achieve better feed efficiency, according to the author, this process occurs because, if quality forage and milk in ideal quantities, the calves will gain weight up to their genetic potential. Explored, therefore, the lower efficiency caused by replacing forage with supplement supplied in free quantities, reduces the feed conversion of these animals, while for animals in the SAL10 treatment, with lower consumption, the additive (and not substitutive) power of supplement provided slightly better performance, combined with a higher intake of forage and milk.

From an economic point of view, viability must be based on the additional gain of supplemented animals compared to non-supplemented animals, observing the results obtained by Sampaio et al. (2002), we note some important points for the adoption of limiting consumption in supplements. The SAL5 treatment, because it had a greater consumption, provided a higher supplementation cost, presenting a difference in gain of 7.2 kg/animal, which generated a negative monthly remuneration rate of -12.5%, whereas, for the animals in this treatment to present zero profit, this differential should be 10.8 kg/animal$.

In the SAL10 treatment, presenting lower consumption and cost of supplementation, there was a difference of 9.0 kg/animal$, a value already above the stipulated to obtain zero profitability and providing profitability of 6% per month, thus demonstrating the economic viability of adding 10% salt to the supplement when compared to 5% salt.

4. Conclusion

The use of supplementation in beef calves ensures greater weight at weaning, increasing the animals' average daily gain, as long as nutritional management is balanced according to the animal's needs and the economic viability of the system is favorable. Supplementation should complement the diet, without replacing the consumption of forage dry matter and milk, which are fundamental foods in the calves' diet.

It is essential to ensure that the supplement contains a protein content between 8% and 30%, to prevent metabolic disorders, avoid substitutions in the diet, and, consequently, preserve the animals' performance. Adding 10% salt to the concentrate promotes greater economic efficiency in supplemented animals, resulting in increased weight gain and profitability, even with lower consumption.
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